
compacer: Mr. Pieters, you are now 
using our edbic platform to consoli
date and process the various data 
formats of your IT systems. What 
has triggered this strategic reori
entation?
Tim Pieters: Until three years ago, 
I programmed all integrations myself. 
Due to an increasingly fragmented 
and isolated knowledge but even 
more for security reasons, it was clear 
to me that I absolutely had to change 
something in the long term. So, when 
I shared these thoughts with the con-
sultants from HPC Hamburg Port 
Consulting, they put me in touch with 
compacer. Then, everything hap-
pened very quickly.

compacer: What does that mean?
Tim Pieters: I’ve had a close look at 
edbic’s functions and features and 
found that this solution covered all 
our data integration requirements. 
I then defined a wish list; we did a 
two-day workshop and compacer 
provided me with a proof of con-
cept. After that, it was pretty clear 
that compacer would provide the 
solution to meet all our challenges. 
Even better: edbic answered all our 
questions and then some.

compacer: That sounds like a prag
matic approach. What hurdles did 
you need to overcome during the 
implementation?

Tim Pieters: There were three im-
portant aspects: First of all, I need-
ed to share the knowledge I had 
acquired over the years with my 
colleagues, so that we could adapt 
edbic to our needs from the very be-
ginning. Secondly, all those affected 
by the change had to be taken along. 
Whenever processes change, you 
need a high level of acceptance from 
all colleagues involved if you want to 
bring your innovation to fruition. And 
finally, you have to be open to some 
trial and error.

compacer: Were your customers a 
factor, or was this change initiated 
primarily for internal reasons?
Tim Pieters: Not at all, the wishes of 
our customers were definitely deci-
sive. After all, the integrations I had 
programmed before had been en-
tirely customer-driven: a customer 
would express a specific wish be-
fore we took action. But we wanted 
to reverse this process, that is, we 
wanted to make sure that we could 
actively offer our customers spe-
cial services, for example in cargo 
bundling or labelling. Customer re-
quirements are a top priority here at 
 Antwerp Euroterminal.

compacer: How did compacer’s in
tegration solution help you in cre
ating these new service offers?
Tim Pieters: It helped in many re-
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“I am as enthusiastic about 
working with compacer as 
I am about their products. 
Above all, they are impres-
sively creative when it comes 
to finding solutions, and 
their flexibility and commit-
ment are equally remarka-
ble. With  compacer, I know 
that I have a reliable partner 
at my side and that gives me 
a comfortable feeling.”
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spects, actually, not least because 
the platform is based on open source 
software, which means that virtually 
anything is possible. We thus looked 
at all those possibilities and subse-
quently developed the services that 
had a good chance at sparking our 
client’s interest. For the first time, we 
were able to offer services before 
anyone asked for them. By now, this 
anticipatory development of new 
services has become a matter of 
course, but it would not have been 
possible in the past – for structural 
reasons, but also for lack of time.

compacer: And what do the cus
tomers or management think of it?
Tim Pieters: Feedback is positive 
across the board. There’s simply no 
one who doesn’t like edbic. Our cus-
tomers benefit from the additional 
services; our colleagues from the 
fact that data integration responsi-
bilities are now distributed on sev-
eral shoulders – but basically, inte-
gration is fully automated and works 
independently anyway. The catch is, 
you have to look ahead and make 
smart decisions across the whole 
process, because the more you in-
tegrate, the more you need to be 
careful not to drown in all that data.  

Still, edbic is a great thing overall 
and our CTO is happy that we are no 
longer held back by any restrictions 
when it comes to connecting new 
systems and data formats, external-
ly or internally. Mind you, this whole 
project was a side show at first.

compacer: What do you mean?
Did you not aim for centralised 
data integration?
Tim Pieters: I did, but the issue only 
came up in the context of migrating 
to a new IT environment. I thought 
it would make sense to use this 
change to also introduce a platform 
that would simplify data matching. 
At that time, it was quite the com-
plex task to bring together the data 
of, for instance, container gantry 
cranes and AGVs (automated guid-
ed vehicles) with our TOS (Termi-
nal Operation System) and with our 
management or control programs. 
Today, all of this magically runs in 
the background.

compacer: Would you provide a 
concrete example?
Tim Pieters: Let’s take the work out-
side at the terminal for an example. 
This work is often executed by ex-
ternal service providers whose em-

ployees work in shifts at our compa-
ny. To control this, in terms of human 
resources and, above all, payroll 
accounting, is an enormous effort. 
Thanks to edbic, we have found 
a way to read the relevant data of 
these employees directly from their 
employee cards, for example, their 
exact working times and their activ-
ities. What’s great about it is that the 
integration has significantly reduced 
HR’s workload, but they still do not 
need any technical knowledge at all. 
Now, everything can be controlled 
in an easy way, they tick a check box 
and the data is automatically passed 
on to the payroll accounting system. 
That’s a huge relief.

compacer: That sounds great!  
Are there any other visible effects?
Tim Pieters: Yes, because we also 
use edbic as an IoT gateway. I can 
give the following example: The car-
go area is where the ships are un-
loaded, that is, where they are lifting 
the containers from the ships. The 
cranes automatically weigh each 
individual container using sensors 
and integrate the measurements 
directly into the system – via edbic. 
Previously, it was time-consuming 
to bring this information into our ERP 



system. Now, edbic makes it hap-
pen within seconds and everyone 
is informed. We now regard that as 
trivial, but in other harbours, such a 
thing is far from being standard.

compacer: That certainly isn’t all, is 
it? I assume you have further plans.
Tim Pieters: That’s right, because we 
are planning to go live with edpem, 
compacer’s process event monitor-
ing tool, next year. Our CTO, among 
others, expects this to provide even 
more in-depth analysis and control 
options. That’s why, during the intro-
duction of edbic, we have designed 
the entire process so that we can 
easily integrate edpem. The tool is 
already in use in parts of Production, 
and for Administration, we have fol-
lowed compacer’s recommendation 
of working with placeholders so that 
we can switch over at the push of a 
button later on.

compacer: Let us wrap up with a 
question about the cooperation 
with compacer’s team. What can 
you say?
Tim Pieters: I am as enthusiastic 
about the collaboration as I am about 

the product. Above all, they are im-
pressively creative when it comes to 
finding solutions, and their flexibility 
and untiring commitment are equal-
ly remarkable. In the cargo area, for 
example, we once had to integrate 
a number of legal requirements and 
rather exotic formats to satisfy the 
Belgian customs service. We just 
didn’t have any idea how to do it and 
so the compacer team came up with 
a cool, creative and pragmatic ap-
proach. I have been positively sur-
prised to see what challenges we 
can handle and overcome using this 
integration platform. Now I know, no 
matter what happens, compacer is a 
partner who will always stand by my 
side and that gives me a good feeling.

compacer: Thank you, Mr. Pieters, 
for giving us this insight into your 
work with edbic.
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“Since implementing edbic, 
we have seen improvements 
that we didn’t anticipate 
 before – for example 
in  service billing, in the 
 business analysis of data 
or in the creation of new 
 services for our customers.”

Tim Pieters, 
IT System Engineer  
of Antwerp Euroterminal NV


